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Abstract
Topological methods produce simple and meaningful depictions of symmetric, second order two-dimensional ten-
sor fields. Extending previous work dealing with vector fields, we propose here a scheme for the visualization
of time-dependent tensor fields. Basic notions of unsteady tensor topology are discussed. Topological changes -
known as bifurcations - are precisely detected and identified by our method which permits an accurate tracking of
degenerate points and related structures.

1. Introduction

Tensor fields play a key role in many branches of physics
and engineering sciences. Second-order tensor fields in par-
ticular are involved in solid and fluid mechanics as well as
in the theory of general relativity. Therefore, the visualiza-
tion of second-order tensor fields is a challenging issue that
has received an increasing interest in the last decade. A ma-
jor contribution has been the PhD thesis of Delmarcelle1.
For two-dimensional symmetric, second-order tensor fields,
this author analyzed and visualized the topology of the re-
lated orthogonal eigenvector fields. This work partially ex-
tends the qualitative theory of dynamical systems dealing
with (directional) vector fields to tensor and undirectional
eigenvector fields. This has been motivated by the fact that
topology-based approaches have already led to very success-
ful methods for visualizing vector fields3. As in the vector
case, drawing the topology of a symmetric, second-order
tensor field yields a simple graph representation where the
edges are formed by particular integral curves computed in
the eigenvector field calledseparatricesand the vertices are
singularities of the tensor field (where eigenvectors cannot
be determined uniquely) calleddegenerate points. The ap-
peal of this graph arises from decomposing the plane into
sub-regions where all integral curves are structurally equiv-
alent. A scaling method has been designed to simplify the
topological graph in the case of turbulent tensor fields4 and
a topology-based technique has also been applied to the visu-
alization of three-dimensional, symmetric, second-orderten-
sor fields5.

Now, when considering unsteady tensor fields, the method
must be extended to depict structural changes affecting de-

generate points and related separatrices during their mo-
tion over time. Such changes are called bifurcations and
have a fundamental mathematical meaning. To handle time-
dependent tensor fields, Delmarcelle has suggested to suc-
cessively analyze discrete time steps and to correlate the
topologies found in a three-dimensional picture where time
is visualized as third space dimension. Nevertheless, the sep-
aratrices are not drawn which deprives the resulting pic-
ture of an essential part of the topological information. Fur-
thermore, this discrete approach fails to properly locate and
identify the bifurcations that occur between two given time
steps whereas these features are indispensable for under-
standing the structures observed in discrete samples. In fact,
what is required is to embed the discrete time steps in a
three-dimensional space/time continuum to enable an ana-
lytic tracking of tensor field topology. In previous work7, the
authors presented a method based upon this basic principle
to track the critical points of unsteady planar vector fields
in order to visualize time-dependent topology. The precise
detection and identification of local bifurcations was used
as basis for the depiction of the topological graph. A simi-
lar approach is used here for the purpose of tensor topology
visualization.

The paper is structured as follows: First, we introduce
convenient notations to be used later on. Then we recall ba-
sic notions of symmetric tensor field topology in the steady
case. In the next section, we move to time-dependent ten-
sor fields and focus on local bifurcations (i.e. bifurcations
that only affect one or several degenerate points) that may
be encountered in the context of our method. The following
section presents the data structure used to model the con-
tinuous space/time domain required for a precise topology
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tracking: Grid and corresponding interpolation scheme are
introduced as well as the related method to track degener-
ate points through a single cell. After this, we describe our
algorithm for tracking degenerate points through the whole
grid and identifying bifurcations on the way. This permits
tracking and depiction of the whole topological structure as
explained in section7. Results are shown in section8.

2. Notations

In the following, we will focus on unsteady second-order,
symmetric tensor fields defined over a bounded space/time
domain. For convenience, we will use the following nota-
tions. The tensor field is denoted byT, whereT is a function
of thex andy coordinates in the plane and of timet.

T =

(

T11 T12
T12 T22

)

The first order Taylor expansion of the tensor field in the
vicinity of an arbitrary point(x0,y0) can be written (for a
fixed value of time):

T11−T22
2 = a(x− x0)+b(y− y0)+o(||(x− x0,y− y0)||)
T12 = c(x− x0)+d(y− y0)+o(||(x− x0,y− y0)||)

3. Tensor Field Topology

We give a brief overview in this section of the fundamen-
tal notions of second-oder, symmetric tensor field topol-
ogy as introduced by Delmarcelle2 1 and present the new
concepts associated with time-dependent topology. The ba-
sic idea is to study the structure of a 2D symmetric tensor
field by considering one of its two (orthogonal) eigenvector
fields. These eigenvector fields have a sign indeterminacy
which distinguishes their topology from the one of 2D vector
fields. Nevertheless, like in the vector case, tensor topology
is formed by singularities (calleddegenerate points) con-
nected by particular integral curves (orseparatrices) bound-
ing subdomains in which all curves are structurally equiva-
lent. We focus on these topics after the introduction of the
tensor index.

3.1. Tensor Index

The index (also known as Poincaré index) plays a key role in
the qualitative analysis of vector field topology6. For tensor
fields, there exists a similar definition that will prove very
useful in the following.

Definition 3.1 The tensor indexof a closed, non self inter-
secting curve lying in the domain of definition of a tensor
field T is the number of counterclockwise revolutions of the
eigenvectors ofT while traveling once along the curve in a
counterclockwise direction.

The major interest of the tensor index is when being com-
puted around a degenerate point (c.f.3.2) as shown in Fig.1.
As a matter of fact, the index of a closed curve enclosing
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Figure 1: Index of closed curve around a degenerate point

no degenerate point is zero whereas it is non zero when en-
closing a single simple degenerate point. Furthermore, the
indices computed on two curves enclosing the same degen-
erate point are equal.

3.2. Degenerate Points

As said previously, the visualized topology corresponds to
a particular eigenvector field. Yet, this definition does not
apply at positions where both eigenvalues are equal and
the corresponding eigenspace is two-dimensional. In such a
case, eigenvectors can not be (uniquely) determined: This is
a singularity. Hence, we get the following definition.

Definition 3.2 A degenerate point of a 2D symmetric,
second-order tensor field defined on an open subset ofIR2

is a point where both eigenvalues are equal.

It follows from the definition above, that a point is degener-
ate if and only if the corresponding tensor value is isotropic,
that is of the formλI2, whereI2 is the identity matrix. This
second definition is used in practice to detect and locate de-
generate points.
With first order precision, the possible types of degenerate
points are the trisector point and the wedge points as shown
in Fig. 2. Computing the tensor index of a closed curve
around an isolated singularity, one gets− 1

2 for a trisector
point and+ 1

2 for a wedge point. (These half integers are due
to the sign indeterminacy of eigenvectors.)

WEDGE POINT

S1

TRISECTOR

S1 S2 S1 S2=

S3S2

Figure 2: First Order Degenerate Points

3.3. Separatrices

A trisector point has three hyperbolic sectors (where integral
curves lead away from the point in both directions) while a
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wedge point has a hyperbolic sector and a parabolic sector
(where integral curves lead away in one direction and to-
ward the point in the other), possibly reduced to a single line.
Separatrices are defined as the curves that bound hyperbolic
sectors. When integrating these lines away from a singular-
ity, one builds the edges of the topological graph.
The location of the separatrices in the vicinity of a degen-
erate point is based upon the following property (1, p.120).

Property 3.1With the notations of section2, considering the
first-order Taylor expansion ofT in the vicinity of a degen-
erate point(x0,y0), the anglesθk of possible separatricessk
are given by the real roots of the following cubic polynomial

dz3 +(c+2b)z2 +(2a−d)z− c = 0

by inverting the relationzk = tanθk.

The angles found in that way must be checked to correspond
to an actual boundary curve of a hyperbolic sector. In the
case of a degenerate point of index+ 1

2 , solving this poly-
nomial enables the distinction between a wedge point with
a single separatrix and a wedge point with two separatrices
and an actual parabolic sector.

4. Bifurcations

In the previous section, we have only considered instanta-
neous tensor fields. When time is introduced as additional
parameter, degenerate points move in the plane and inter-
act, appear or vanish. This induces structural changes for the
topology, calledbifurcations. Bifurcations occur for particu-
lar values of time and entail the instantaneous passage of the
topology from a structurally stable state to another.
Unlike directional vector fields where bifurcations have been
a major domain of interest to pure and applied mathemati-
cians for a long time, the bifurcations of undirectionnal vec-
tor fields have apparently not received as much attention
from mathematicians and a general theoretical framework
seems to be less developed. For this reason, we will only
describe two kinds of local bifurcations that may occur in
the context of our method and let apart further discussion
about all possible cases. In general, bifurcations that do not
fall into one of the following categories will be detected by
our method as well but their identification will be impossible
(see section7).

4.1. Pairwise Creation/Annihilation

Our first kind of bifurcation is the so-called pairwise annihi-
lation of degeneracies. It occurs when two degenerate points
of opposite index, that coexist close to another, merge. At
this moment, a single degenerate point can be observed that
is of no simple type and that disappears right after the fusion:
No singularity exists from now on in the neighborhood. Re-
versing the direction of time, one gets similarly a pairwise
creation of degeneracies: Starting with no singularity, there

suddenly appears a degenerate point with complex structure.
This instantaneous state is then replaced by two simple de-
generate points that move away from another. Several con-
figurations exist for the intermediate, unstable state. Fig. 3
shows two of them.

Figure 3: Pairwise annihilation of degeneracies of opposite
index

4.2. Wedge Bifurcation

The other bifurcation that mostly occurs in our context is
the transition from one type of wedge point to the other.
The passage from a wedge point with two separatrices to a
wedge point with one single separatrix means from a struc-
tural point of view the disappearance of the whole parabolic
sector previously located between the two separatrices: This
sector was 2-dimensional and becomes 1-dimensional, i.e. it
is reduced to a single line. Inverting time direction, one ob-
serves the creation of a parabolic sector in the vicinity of a
wedge point from an original single separatrix (see Fig.4).

Figure 4: Creation of a parabolic sector in the vicinity of a
wedge point

5. Data Structure

As mentioned previously, our method handles 2D, symmet-
ric, second-order tensor fields. These tensor fields depend
on time and are given in a discrete manner: For each time
step, we get the tensor values at the vertices of a planar tri-
angulation that remains constant over time (the positions are
unchanged from one time step to the next). At each time
step, the discrete information is piecewise linearly interpo-
lated over the triangulation to result in an instantaneous pla-
narC0 tensor field. Now, the time steps must be embedded
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in a space/time continuum to enable the precise detection of
structural transitions in the topology. This is described in the
present section.

5.1. Space Time Grid

As in our work on time-dependent vector fields7, the integra-
tion of the discrete data in a continuous mathematical space
is achieved by considering time as third dimension and con-
structing a 3D structured grid, made of prism cells that con-
nect together corresponding triangle cells lying in consecu-
tive time steps as shown in Fig.5. The prism cell has been
preferred to a tetrahedrisation of the grid to reproduce better
the topological continuity inside each triangle cell, tracked
through time.

T i+1T i

prism cell

Figure 5: Space/time grid connecting identical triangula-
tions over time

5.2. Interpolation

An interpolation scheme suited to this type of cell has al-
ready been used earlier7. It is designed to be consistent with
the tensor field given at each time step. Basically, we proceed
the interpolation of symmetric, second-order 2D tensor val-
ues (3 independent scalar components) over a 3D grid. More
precisely, for each fixed time value, the interpolant must re-
turn a piecewise linear tensor field.
For a given prism cell lying betweent = ti andt = ti+1, let
f j(x,y) = α j + β jx+ γ jy, j ∈ {i, i + 1} be the affin linear
interpolants corresponding to a particular scalar component
of the tensor field in the triangular faces of the prism lying
in the planes{t = ti} and{t = ti+1}, respectively. Then we
define the interpolant over the whole prism cell by linear in-
terpolation over time:

f (x,y, t) = α(t)+β(t)x+ γ(t)y

where

α(t) =
ti+1− t
ti+1− ti

αi +
t − ti

ti+1− ti
αi+1

(idem forβ andγ). This formula ensures obviously, for each
fixed valuet, that ft is affin linear inx andy.

5.3. Singularity Location

For a particular prism cell, finding the locations of a sin-
gularity consists of determining the equation of the curve
(or path) that a degenerate point describes in its motion over
time. It also requires the precise detection, location and iden-
tification of the changes (or bifurcations) that may affect the
nature of the singularity.
As said in section3.2, locating a degenerate point is equiva-
lent to finding a position in the plane where the tensor field
is isotropic, that is of the formλI2, which can be written as

{

T11−T22 = 0
T12(= T21) = 0.

As we deal, for each (fixed) value oft, with a piecewise lin-
ear tensor field, this equation system is equivalent to the fol-
lowing linear system inx andy.







(α11(t)−α22(t))+(β11(t)−β22(t))x...
...+(β11(t)−β22(t))y = 0

α12(t)+β12(t)x+ γ12(t)y = 0

Solving this system forx andy yields biquadratic rational
functions int. (Note that the linearity of the interpolant for
any fixedt ensures the presence of a unique degenerate point
for each value oft.) But this equation is only valid inside the
cell, so we are interested in the sections of curve that inter-
sect the interior domain of the cell. A practical and efficient
way to achieve it, is to consider the singularities lying on
the faces of the prism cell: 2 triangles (in the planest = ti
andt = ti +1) and 3 quadrilaterals (joining both planes to-
gether). Induced by the interpolant defined over the prism
cell, these faces are linearly (resp. bilinearly) interpolated,
which permits a fast singularity search. The positions found
on the cell boundary are then associated pairwise to describe
successiveentry andexit positions of the path through
the prism (see Fig.6).

y
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entry

entry

exit
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Figure 6: entry and exit points of a path through a prism

5.4. Bifurcation Detection

We must now consider the corresponding successive natures
of this singularity to get a complete picture of its evolution
through the cell. From section3.2, we know that the degen-
erate points are of two major types (trisector and wedge).
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Furthermore, we know that trisectors and wedges have op-
posite indices. Now, the tensor index of a closed curve is an
invariant in continuous tensor fields, as is the Poincaré index
for vector fields (this is intuitively clear but we have found
no formal proof of this property so far). That means that if
one takes the (triangle) cell boundary as closed curve to com-
pute the tensor index, this index will be constant as long as
no degenerate point reaches the boundary, i.e. as long as no
degenerate point enters or leaves the prism cell. For our case,
it entails that a wedge point remains a wedge point and that
a trisector point remains a trisector point. That is the reason
why, no type swap can occur in the context of our method
inside a cell. The same result holds if the singularity leaves
the cell to enter one of its neighbors by taking the boundary
curve of both cells to compute the (constant) index.
Furthermore, as a linear tensor field can have at most one
degenerate point, several singularities can not meet or split
in the interior of a cell but only at the common boundary of
two cells. This restricts the possible location of a pairwise
creation/annihilation to the boundary of a prism cell. The
last restriction concerns the merging (or splitting) of several
degenerate points of the same type at the common edge of
two cells. To show it, we first need the following property.

Property 5.1 If two simple degenerate points lie in two cells
sharing a common edge, then they must have opposite in-
dices.

δBC
θ

δCA
θ

δAB
θ

δAC
θ

δDA
θ

δCD
θ

A

B

C

D

Figure 7: Degenerate points in neighbor cells

Proof: Consider figure7: Let the points depicted in both
cells correspond to degenerate points. By definition of the
tensor index (see3.1), computing the index along the edges
of ABC, one gets

IABC = δθ
AB+δθ

BC+δθ
CA

whereθ is the angle between the eigenvectors and the x-axis
and δθ

AB is the change ofθ along [AB]. Likewise, inACD,
one gets

IACD = δθ
AC+δθ

CD +δθ
DA

But of course,δθ
CA = −δθ

AC. Suppose for instance that
δθ

CA > 0, then δθ
AC < 0. Now, we know that the angle

changes along a closed curve encompassing a single
isolated simple degenerate point occur always in the same
direction (1, Corollary 4, p. 119). That is,δθ

AB andδθ
BC must

be both positive andδθ
CD and δθ

DA must be both negative.
Consequently, we get inABC a degenerate point with
positive index and inACD, we find a degenerate point with
negative index which proves the property.

Consequently, the only bifurcation that can be observed in
the interior of a prism cell is what we called awedge bifur-
cation (see4.2). The exact location of such a bifurcation is
a difficult algebraic problem (one must find a valuet0 such
that the cubic polynomial equation in3.3 has exactly one
real root fort > t0 and 3 real roots fort < t0, which is in
our case a polynomial equation of degree 6!) that we solve
numerically: We compute successive positions of the degen-
erate point according to the formula of5.3and check, in the
case of a wedge point, if the number of its separatrices has
changed. At this point, we start a binary search to approxi-
mate the exact bifurcation position.

6. Degeneracies’ Tracking

The previous section described the preprocessing step of our
method: Each prism cell is checked for a path of a degenerate
point through it and the relatedentry andexit positions
are saved as well as the wedge bifurcations on the way. The
next task is to reconnect these pieces to obtain the whole path
of each singularity together with its possible type changes.
Furthermore, we still have to identify the bifurcations that
occur on the side faces of the prism cells and that have not
been detected so far.
The degeneracies’ tracking algorithm processes two consec-
utive time steps at once (which avoids having all time steps
loaded in memory). It starts by investigating all trianglesly-
ing in the first time step and tracks every found degener-
ate point through the corresponding prism cell until it either
reaches the next time step or returns to the previous one. We
give now a sketch of this forward tracking algorithm starting
with time stepsTS(i) andTS(i+1). (The boolean array
ToCheck indicates if a cell lying inTS(i) must still be
checked. The boolean arrayReached tells if a cell lying in
TS(i+1) has been checked while forward tracking. At the
beginning, one setsfor all j, ToCheck[j]=TRUE
andReached[j]=FALSE.)

foreach PrismCell P(j)
TrackingDirection = FORWARD
if (ToCheck[j] &&

TriangleFace in TS(i) contains
Singularity)

track singularity until it leaves P(j)
get ExitPoint
CurrentTime = time(ExitPoint)
CurrentPoint = ExitPoint
if (ExitPoint lies in TS(i+1))
Reached[j] = TRUE

c© The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishers 2006.
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else
get next PrismCell P(l) :1
track singularity until it leaves P(l)
get ExitPoint
if (time(ExitPoint) < CurrentTime &&
trackingDirection == FORWARD)
add PairwiseAnnihilation

at CurrentPoint
TrackingDirection = BACKWARD
else if (timeExitPoint > CurrentTime &&
trackingDirection == BACKWARD)
add PairwiseCreation at CurrentPoint
TrackingDirection = FORWARD
endif
CurrentTime = time(ExitPoint)
CurrentPoint = ExitPoint
if (ExitPoint lies in TS(i+1))
Reached[l] = TRUE
else if (ExitPoint lies in TS(i))
ToCheck[l] = FALSE
else
goto :1
endif

endif
ToCheck[j] = FALSE

endif
endforeach

Once this has been done, we investigate the triangles ly-
ing in the next time stepTS(i+1) with a backward track-
ing. Only cells j with Reached[j]=FALSE are consid-
ered. Otherwise, the triangles have been processed already.
The code of this backward tracking is very similar to the
one of the forward tracking. The transition to the next pair
of time steps is done by substitutingToCheck=Reached
and settingReached=FALSE. At the end of this scheme,
all pieces of degeneracies’ paths lying between consecutive
time steps are reconnected together (through time) with the
corresponding bifurcations that have been encountered on
the way.

7. Topology Depiction

Now, as degeneracies are only part of the topology in the
2D steady case, the paths we have tracked over time must be
associated with the corresponding separatrices to depict the
whole topological structure of the tensor field in the unsteady
case. Practically, the separatrix curves change over time and
thus span separatrix surfaces that bound volumes of the time-
dependent topology.

7.1. Structures Tracking

Drawing these surfaces assumes the previous determination
of each singular path and, for each discrete position along
the path the computation, of the start directions of the sep-
aratrices (see3.3). In our method, these directions are com-
puted during the path tracking inside each prism (see5.3).
The depiction of the separatrix surfaces is then based upon

the integration of separatrix curves along this direction on
one hand, and on the correlation of each separatrix curve
with another curve at the previous position along the path on
the other hand. This correlation is needed if one deals with a
trisector path or a wedge path with two separatrices to avoid
binding curves that do not fit in a topological sense. This is
achieved by looking for the best approximation of current
separatrix angle among the previous ones.
The integration itself is done numerically by a 4th order
Runge-Kutta integration with adaptive step size. Comput-
ing integral curves in tensor fields is a challenging issue for
numerics since eigenvectors have neither norm nor orienta-
tion. A stop criterion must therefore be based upon topo-
logical information to ensure proper treatment of the degen-
erate points. The computation can end in two ways: Either
the integral lines reach the domain boundary or they con-
verge towards a wedge point inside its parabolic sector (that
is, integral curves can only converge towards a wedge point
with two distinct separatrices). We thus consider for a given
curve, that topological consistency has been maintained with
its predecessor if they both leave the grid at close positions
or both converge towards the same wedge point. In other
cases, consistency has been lost and we infer the presence of
a global bifurcation (that we can not identify more precisely
currently) if no local bifurcation was found at this position
(see4).

7.2. Surface Drawing

Once separatrices have been associated over time, one gets
a set of curves that span a surface. The construction of this
surface is done in two steps. Originally, the curves that re-
sult from numerical integration are piecewise linear. There-
fore, they are first replaced by interpolating NURBS curves
of degree 2 to increase smoothness. In the second step, these
NURBS curves are embedded in a NURBS surface, after
uniformization of their parametrisations.

8. Results

We present here the results of our method applied to two
datasets: The first one is an artificial symmetric tensor field
that we use to demonstrate the different aspects of the al-
gorithm and to illustrate the topological concepts introduced
previously. The second one is provided by a CFD simula-
tion of a turbulent tensor field and gives us the opportunity
to comment the application of this technique for the visual-
ization of real, complicated CFD data.

8.1. Artificial Tensor Field

Our first dataset is genenerated on a small rectilinear point
set of 25 vertices that we triangulate to get a grid with 32
cells. We start with a topology containing 3 trisector points
and 4 wedge points (3 with a single separatrix and 1 with two
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Figure 8: Start Topology

separatrices) as shown in Fig.8. We process 11 consecutive
time steps.

Tracking the degeneracies over time, we get the picture
shown in Fig.9. Color coding is as follows: Trisectors are
depicted in red, wedge points with two separatrices in dark
blue and wedges with a single separatrix are shown in light
blue. Bifurcations are marked as small balls: green ones
indicate pairwise creation, red ones illustrate pairwise an-
nihilation and yellow balls designate wedge swap bifurca-
tions. Five Bifurcations have been detected: two pairwise
creations, two pairwise annihilations and one wedge swap.

Figure 9: Degeneracies’ paths

Adding the separatrix surfaces to the degeneracies’ paths,
we complete the topology depiction and obtain the structures
presented in Fig.10* (separatrix surfaces emanating from a

trisector point are colored in red while those coming from a
wedge point are displayed in blue).

Figure 10: Picture of the complete topology evolution (see
also Fig.17)

If we cut instantaneous time planes out of this three-
dimensional picture, we can exhibit discrete samples around
a bifurcation point. As an example, we depict in Fig.11part
of the topology before, during and after a pairwise creation.
A wedge bifurcation is presented in Fig.16.

8.2. Rate of Deformation Tensor Field

Our second dataset stems from a CFD simulation. This is the
rate of deformation tensor field of a swirling jet simulation
provided by Wolfgang Kollmann from UC Davis. The com-
plete structured grid has 250 x 244 cells. We consider the
symmetric part of the original data. To avoid visual clutter,
we process a cell group containing 45 x 60 cells as shown on
Fig. 12.

Processing this set of cells over 25 time steps (see Fig.13
to get an impression of the 3D structure), we obtain the de-
generacies’ paths shown in Fig.14. We have reduced the size
of the balls indicating bifurcations to avoid confusing thede-
piction. As a matter of fact, as one can see on this picture,
tracking the topology of this turbulent tensor field resultsin
a large number of encountered bifurcations. This effect is
probably related in some extent to the linear scheme used
for time interpolation. If one zooms into the data to look at
small topological features, one observes structures like the
one shown in Fig.15. The presence of such structures sug-
gests that a post-processing step would be helpful to simplify
the resulting topology by suppressing features of small time
or space scale. Nevertheless, structures of larger scale may
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Figure 11: Topology in the neighborhood of a pairwise cre-
ation

be easily recognized in the global picture because of their
temporal persistence.

Figure 12: Start topology and considered part

Figure 13: Degeneracies’ paths and 3D grid

9. Conclusions

We have presented a topology-based method for the visu-
alization of time-dependent, two dimensional, symmetric,
second-order tensor fields. Degenerate points - depicted by
conventional topology methods for steady fields - are tracked
over time as well as the related structures. An essential as-
pect of this task is to find and identify the bifurcations that
occur on the way and affect the position, nature and num-
ber of degenerate points. Their detection is made possible
by the use of a temporal interpolation that embeds the given
discrete time steps in a space/time continuum. The method
results in three-dimensional pictures where topology is vi-
sualized as degeneracies’ paths and separatrix surfaces. We
think that this technique provides an efficient way to under-
stand and interpret the temporal evolution of time-dependent
tensor fields that could be completed by a post-processing
step to suppress interpolation artifacts.
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Figure 14: Degeneracies’ paths

Figure 15: Local topological structure
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Figure 16: A wedge bifurcation

Figure 17: Complete topology in another perspective than Fig.10
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